Overview
Many organizations are struggling with managing security solutions, services and activities that are siloed across the enterprise. As a result, vital information is contained in multiple formats, at different locations without cohesion. This leads to inefficiencies through duplication, exposure to risk through dependencies on manual linkages, and an overall lack of confidence in governance reporting.

**HP Secure Boardroom** is a strategic security portal that provides senior-level executives and CIOs with a comprehensive view of enterprise security across an organization. It delivers the insight and information needed to identify security weaknesses across the enterprise while proactively recommending operational and process improvements that deliver an enhanced security and risk posture.

By connecting existing security data sources into one central system, HP Secure Boardroom delivers a program-level view of information security governance. This enables executives to rapidly make strategic investment and management decisions, lowering enterprise risk, while addressing compliance and audit challenges.

In addition to delivering a centralized view of the overall security program, HP Secure Boardroom enables clients to drill down into specific security controls and functions to:

— Improve departmental efficiencies in key projects, audits, budgets and performance;

— Secure and control availability of data through encrypted web portal access;

— Align risk against strategy through clear and simple summaries of complex information security data;
— Protect access to confidential information by defining individual permission levels;

— Assess current security levels and compare to others in the industry with a benchmarking tool to identify priorities.

Availability
HP Secure Boardroom is available today worldwide.
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